Non-invasive biodiversified sensors: A modernised screening technology for cancer.
Biosensors revolutionize the way of diagnoses of diseases from early to final stages using biomarkers present in the body. Biosensors are advantageous due to the involvement of minimal sample collection with improved specificity and sensitivity for the detection of biomarkers. Biosensor-based techniques provide an accurate and fast diagnosis of cancer with determination of effectiveness of chemotherapy. For non-invasive sensing, numerous biological samples are available like saliva, sweat, urine, tears, sputum, and breath for detection of biomarkers. The demand for non-invasive, rapid and economic analysis techniques escalated due to modernization for introduction of self-diagnostics and miniature forms of devices. This article focuses on various biosensing strategies for non-invasive diagnosis of cancer. Currently, biosensors provide a reliable diagnosis of cancer and in near-future, the fundamental of understanding of disease progression will enhance their wide applications in healthcare.